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Planet formation in binaries

• Most stars are in binary systems.

• In the Kepler sample it is estimated that 40-50% of planet host 
stars are in binaries (Horch et al. 2015). 

 It is important to understand planet formation in binary 
systems. 

• Planetary systems that form in misaligned systems are subject 
to secular torques that can affect their orbital evolution.



Observed discs in binaries - HK Tauri 
(350AU separation)

The discs are misaligned to each other by 60-68o.

=> One or more of the discs is significantly misaligned to the binary orbital plane.

Observations of the CO(3–2) line in HK Tauri.  Integrated gas emission from each disk 
(left) and velocity weighted emission (right).

(Jensen & Akeson 2014) 
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Observed discs in binaries - V2434 Ori
(440AU separation)

ALMA observations of this wide binary find the projected disc rotation 
axes to be around 72o.

(Williams et al. 2014)



Exoplanet properties

Giant planets at radii where tidal 
effects are negligible can have very 
high eccentricities.

Spin-orbit misalignments are common.

Some planets are even retrograde.



Test particle orbits – low inclination

Misaligned particle orbit around 
one component of a binary. => Retrograde nodal precession

Precession timescale proportional to ap(-3/2)

 => shortest close to the companion.
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Lbinary

Ldisc

Lbinary

Ldisc

Each ring of the disc has a different precession rate.

Protoplanetary discs have a low viscosity α <H/R. The rings are 
connected through wave-like communication for a low viscosity disc.

For typical protostellar disc parameters, 
the disc precesses as a solid body.

Disc in a binary 



Test particle orbits - high inclination
Circular equal mass binary, test particle at ap=0.2a

Particle orbit is 
initially circular

ep0 = 0 

ip0=60o 

icrit

emax

Particle orbit is 
initially 

misligned by 
60o.
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ip0



High inclination disc evolution

(Martin et al. 2014)

Global Kozai-Lidov oscillations of the disc for misalignments > 40o.

Initially circular 
disc

Eccentric disc



Global KL oscillations

R=0.1a R=0.2a

(Martin et al. 2014)

The radii in the disc are connected and the disc shows global KL oscillations.



Disc self-gravity

• Self-gravity introduces a source of 
disc apsidal precession.

• Self-gravity alone does not allow 
KL oscillations (Batygin 2012).

• With pressure included, self-
gravity can weaken the KL 
oscillations. 

• In the early phases of disc 
evolution while the disc mass is 
high, KL oscillations may be 
avoided.

(Fu, Lubow & Martin 2015b)



Disc fragmentation
- high disc mass, high inclination

(Fu, Lubow & Martin 2016, in prep)

Minimum Q in the disc is 2.2 so in isolation this disc is stable.

 KL oscillations cause shocks that may aid disc fragmentation.



Planets in Misaligned Binaries



Planets in Misaligned Binaries
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Planets in Misaligned Binaries

The inner disc rapidly accretes 
on to the star.

It has provides little torque on 
the planet so for our analytic 
work we ignore it. 



Planets in Misaligned Binaries

The planet and the disc only 
remain coplanar for
1. High disc mass OR
2. Small gap size.



Small misalignment
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(Lubow & Martin 2016)
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• Secular tilt oscillation drives up the inclination 
of the planet above the critical KL angle.

• The planet shows KL oscillations.

=> Even a mildly misaligned 
disc can form a KL planet!

(Martin et al. 2016)

High mass disc



1. Misaligned discs in binary systems can undergo global, 
damped KL oscillations.

2. KL oscillations cause shocks that may aid disc 
fragmentation.

3. A giant planet’s tilt relative to the binary orbit is subject 
to two types of oscillations
i. A secular resonance with the disc
ii. KL oscillations

4. For a massive disc, even a low inclination disc can form 
a Kozai-Lidov planet.  

Conclusions
Planet formation in binaries can be very different to planet formation 
around single stars.



Planet carves a gap 
in the disc

Secular resonance – 
planet inclination 
increases while the 
disc decreases

The disc moves towards 
alignment with the binary
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Planet formation in binaries

• Most stars are in binary systems.

• In the Kepler sample it is estimated that 40-50% of planet host 
stars are in binaries (Horch et al. 2015). 

 It is important to understand planet formation in binary 
systems. 

• Planetary systems that form in misaligned systems are subject 
to secular torques that can affect their orbital evolution.



Binary star formation theory

• If binary stars form from disc fragmentation, 
we would expect the orbital axis of the discs 
to be aligned. 

• However, wide binaries most likely do not 
form in large co-rotating structures.

• Rather, stochastic process during the early 
phases of star formation are important, such 
as turbulence or dynamical interactions of 
young protostars.

Bate (2012)



HK Tauri 
(350AU separation)

The discs are misaligned to each other by 60-68o.

=> One or more of the discs is significantly misaligned to the binary orbital plane.

Observations of the CO(3–2) line in HK Tauri.  Integrated gas emission from each disk 
(left) and velocity weighted emission (right).

(Jensen & Akeson 2014) 
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V2434 Ori
(440AU separation)

ALMA observations of this wide binary find the projected disc rotation 
axes to be around 72o.

(Williams et al. 2014)



Exoplanet eccentricities

Giant planets at radii 
where tidal effects are 
negligible can have very 
high eccentricities.



Exoplanet spin-orbit misalignments

Spin-orbit 
misalignments are 
common.

Some planets are 
even retrograde.



Test particle in a binary

Misaligned particle orbit around 
one component of a binary. => Retrograde nodal precession

Precession timescale proportional to ap(-3/2)

 => shortest close to the companion.
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Lbinary

Ldisc

Lbinary

Ldisc

Each ring of the disc has a different precession rate.

The rings may be connected through: 
1. wave-like communication for a low viscosity disc.
2.   viscous communication for a high viscosity case.

Disc in a binary 



Lbinary
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Ldisc

Each ring of the disc has a different precession rate.

The rings may be connected through: 
1. wave-like communication for a low viscosity disc. 
2.   viscous communication for a high viscosity case.

Protoplanetary discs have low viscosity  α <H/R.

Disc in a binary 



Precession is communicated through the disc by waves that propagate at the 
sound speed cs/2.

For solid body precession we require,

          sound crossing timescale   <   precession timescale

If this is not satisfied then the disc warps or even breaks.

Disc in a binary 

(Papaloizou & Terquem 1995;Larwood et al. 1996) 

(Dogan et al. (2015)

But, for typical protostellar disc parameters, the disc precesses as a solid body.



Lbinary

Ldisc

Lbinary

Ldisc

On a timescale longer than the precession timescale, the disc 
moves towards alignment with the binary orbital plane .

This is due to tidal dissipation associated with turbulent 
viscosity.

Disc alignment in a binary 

(King et al 2013) 



High inclination test particle - Kozai-Lidov effect

Test particle orbit that is highly misaligned.

Lbinary

Lparticle



High inclination test particle - Kozai-Lidov effect

Test particle orbit that is highly misaligned.

Lbinary

Lparticle
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Secular perturbation from the the companion on 
the test particle is effectively a uniform ring.



High inclination test particle - Kozai-Lidov effect

Test particle orbit that is highly misaligned.

Lbinary
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Secular perturbation from the the companion on 
the test particle is effectively a uniform ring.

1. Perturbing potential is time independent so orbital energy is conserved.
=> semi-major axis of particle orbit is constant, ap=constant



High inclination test particle - Kozai-Lidov effect

Test particle orbit that is highly misaligned.

Lbinary

Lparticle

Lbinary

Lparticle

Secular perturbation from the the companion on 
the test particle is effectively a uniform ring.

1. Perturbing potential is time independent so orbital energy is conserved.
=> semi-major axis of particle orbit is constant, ap=constant

2. Perturbing potential is axisymmetric so perpendicular angular momentum is conserved.

=>



High inclination test particle - Kozai-Lidov effect

Test particle orbit that is highly misaligned.

Lbinary

Lparticle

Lbinary

Lparticle

Secular perturbation from the the companion on 
the test particle is effectively a uniform ring.

1. Perturbing potential is time independent so orbital energy is conserved.
=> semi-major axis of particle orbit is constant, ap=constant

2. Perturbing potential is axisymmetric so perpendicular angular momentum is conserved.

=>

Inclination and eccentricity are exchanged in KL oscillations.



KL cycles KL cycles

i

Kozai-Lidov Mechanism

icrit=39o

No Cycles

No Cycles

The KL mechanism operates for inclination in the 
range:

where the critical inclination is: 

KL cycles



Test Particle Orbits
Circular equal mass binary, test particle at ap=0.2a

Particle orbit is 
initially circular

ep0 = 0 

ip0=60o 

icrit

emax

Particle orbit is 
initially 

misligned by 
60o.

0

ip0



Kozai (1962)

Sun
Jupiter

Asteroid

 Asteroid orbiting around the Sun under the influence of Jupiter.



Explorer 6 Satellite
e=0.75 
Inclined orbit
Rmin=237km above Earth’s surface

Rmax=41,900km

1959
“Dr. Yoshihide Kozai, Astronomer of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, has 
predicted that the lifetime of the recently launched "paddle-wheel" satellite, Explorer VI, 
will be greatly reduced by perturbations of the moon's orbit. ...  Although the lifetime of 
the satellite would be more than two decades in the absence of the moon, the lunar 
perturbations reduce the expected lifetime to about two years.“ 

Strauss (1964): “An unexpected consequence of the Explorer VI launch was the 
confirmation of the prediction of Y. Kozai of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
that lunar perturbations of a satellite orbit of a highly eccentric form, would result in a 
shortening of the lifetime below that calculated from air drag for the unperturbed orbit.” 



Lidov (1962)

Sun

Satellite

Earth

Artificial satellite orbiting around the Earth under the influence of the Moon and the Sun.

Moon



KL oscillation timescale
- test particle

The timescale for KL oscillations is shortest closest to 
the binary companion.

(Kiseleva et al. 1998)



KL Disc

(Martin et al. 2014)



KL Disc

(Martin et al. 2014)



Disc Eccentricity and Inclination

R=0.1a R=0.2a

(Martin et al. 2014)

KL oscillations of the disc damp due to viscous dissipation.



Disc Eccentricity and Inclination

R=0.1a R=0.2a

(Martin et al. 2014)

KL oscillations of the disc damp due to viscous dissipation.



Global KL Oscillations

(Fu, Lubow & Martin 2015a)

The disc shows global KL 
oscillations – the 
inclination and 
eccentricity are constant 
over the disc radius.

We find that the KL 
oscillations occur for a 
wide range of disc and 
binary parameters.



Disc self-gravity

• Self-gravity introduces a source of 
disc apsidal precession.

• Self-gravity alone does not allow 
KL oscillations (Batygin 2012).

• With pressure included, self-
gravity can weaken the KL 
oscillations. 

• In the early phases of disc 
evolution while the disc mass is 
high, KL oscillations may be 
avoided.

(Fu, Lubow & Martin 2015b)



Disc fragmentation
- high disc mass, high inclination

(Fu, Lubow & Martin 2016, in prep)

Minimum Q in the disc is 2.2 so in isolation this disc is stable.

 KL oscillations cause shocks that may aid disc fragmentation.



Disc realignment

Tidal dissipation associated 
with turbulent viscosity causes 
the disc to align to the binary 
orbital plane (King et al. 
2013).

The timescale increases with 
binary separation.

The closest binaries align 
quickly. 



Planets in Misaligned Binaries
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Planets in Misaligned Binaries

The inner disc rapidly accretes 
on to the star.

It has provides little torque on 
the planet so for our analytic 
work we ignore it. 



Planets in Misaligned Binaries

The planet and the disc only 
remain coplanar for
1. High disc mass OR
2. Small gap size.



Low Inclination- Secular Evolution
- Analytic solution for an inviscid disc, circular orbits

Inclination

Phase 
Angle

Planet

Outer Disc

(Lubow & Martin 2016)

Low disc mass

Circulating solution 
– independent precession



Low Inclination- Secular Evolution
- Analytic solution for an inviscid disc, circular orbits

Inclination

Phase 
Angle

Planet

Outer Disc

(Lubow & Martin 2016)

High disc mass

Librating solution 
– average precession periods 

are locked



Circulating solutions 
– independent precession

Low inclination- phase portrait
Librating solutions 

– average precession periods are locked

(Lubow & Martin 2016)



Analytic solution comparison to 4-body simulations

i = 10o i = 30oi = 20o

We compare the analytic solution to a 4 body problem
=> Valid for inclination i< 30o.



Hydrodynamic Simulations

• Planet is at r=0.1a.

• We begin with the 
gap cleared out so 
that we can control 
the planet mass.

Initial surface density



Hydrodynamic simulation 
– low disc mass
– low inclination

circulating solution

(damped) secular tilt oscillations

(Lubow & Martin 2016)



Hydrodynamic simulation 
– high disc mass
– low inclination

librating -> circulating

(damped) secular tilt oscillations Disc mass decreases in time 
- Accreted on to central star and the planet



Surface density – low inclination

The gap in the disc remains 
throughout the simulation 
for the low inclination case, 
even though the planet and 
the disc do not remain 
coplanar. 



Hydrodynamic simulation 
– high disc mass

– inclination = 60o

• Initially a secular tilt oscillation  
• Then the disc and the planet show 

independent KL oscillations.

librating -> circulating

(Martin et al. 2016)



Hydrodynamic simulation 
– high disc mass

– inclination = 40o

librating

• Initially the secular tilt oscillation.
• Inclination of planet above critical inclination 

for KL, disc is below.
• Planet shows KL oscillations.

A disc that is not above the KL angle 
can form a KL planet

(Martin et al. 2016)



Hydrodynamic simulation 
– high disc mass

– inclination = 20o

circulating

• Secular tilt oscillation drives up the 
inclination of the planet above the critical KL 
angle.

• The planet shows KL oscillations.

=> Even a mildly misaligned 
disc can form a KL planet!

(Martin et al. 2016)



Surface density – high inclination

The disc can move 
inwards past the orbit of 
the planet (initially at 
R=0.1a).

Migration is no longer 
type II.

Migration takes place 
due to friction whilst 
crossing the gas disc (see 
also Picogna & Marzari 
2015).



Planet carves a gap 
in the disc

Secular resonance – 
planet inclination 
increases while the 
disc decreases

The disc moves towards 
alignment with the binary



Exoplanet properties

Planet disc interactions 
in a binary can form 
planets with high 
eccentricities and high 
inclinations.

Tidal circularisation of such planets can lead to  
the formation of hot Jupiters 
(Wu & Murray 2003).



Conclusions
1. Misaligned discs in binary systems can undergo global, 

damped KL oscillations.

2. For high inclination and high disc mass this may lead to 
disc fragmentation and giant planet formation

3. A planet’s tilt relative to the binary orbit is subject to 
two types of oscillations
i. A secular resonance with the disc
ii. KL oscillations

4. For a massive disc, even a low inclination disc can form 
a KL planet.  
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